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Chapter 1091: Forever Can’t Compare To 

The Divine Realm had two great lands teeming with spirit medicines. One of them was naturally the 

Immemorial Medicine Garden, while the other was the Holy City’s Bloodrain Wilderness. 

Different from the Immemorial Medicine Garden’s once every 500 years opening, the Bloodrain 

Wilderness was the private property of the Holy City and the Alchemist Association. 

If they wanted to go in, they could do so at anytime. 

The Bloodrain Wilderness was a mystic realm. The entrance was inside the Heavenly Saint Pagoda. 

Bystanders were completely unable to enter. 

Of course, the Bloodrain Wilderness was similarly very dangerous. Inside was the playground of desolate 

beasts. 

It was precisely because so that the Bloodrain Wilderness had always been the place where the Holy City 

trained the disciples under them. 

However, the Bloodrain Wilderness had a total of seven levels. Each level was more dangerous than the 

other. 

The Holy City training their disciples was also merely within the first two levels. 

After the third level, without Void Mystic Realm strength, those who enter would definitely die! 

Ye Yuan had heard Ji Zhengyang mention before. It was said that the deepest area of the Holy City 

reached even the sixth level. 

But no one had ever ventured into the fabled seventh level before. 

Even Zhuge Qingxuan also did not dare to enter the seventh level. 

Of course, all of these were just legends. Whether or not Zhuge Qingxuan entered the seventh level 

before, probably only he himself knew. 

The reason why the Bloodrain Wilderness got its name was that blood rain was always falling inside this 

mystic realm. 

This blood rain was not a bad thing. Instead, it contained terrifying essence energy and could help 

martial artists to break through. 

All in all, this Bloodrain Wilderness was a treasure land! 

Originally, it was not the time yet for the trial of the Holy City’s disciples. But because of Ye Yuan’s 

request, Cloudsky had no choice but to bring forward the trial this time. 

Opening the Bloodrain Wilderness naturally had to expend considerable resources. It was impossible for 

Cloudsky to open it specifically for Ye Yuan alone. 
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Moreover, if he really let Ye Yuan go in alone, Cloudsky would be worried too. 

Entering the Bloodrain Wilderness this time was a trial in name. But in reality, it was more important to 

keep tabs on Ye Yuan. 

Of course, it was not by relying on those Dao Profound Realm and Divine King Realm disciples, but by 

relying on Guo Xu and the Spirit Hound Divine King. 

The Spirit Hound Divine King was a Void Mystic powerhouse on the same level as the Extreme Sword 

Divine King. But if they really fought, the Extreme Sword Divine King was probably not the Spirit Hound 

Divine King’s match. 

The reason why the Spirit Hound Divine King got his name was that he always brought a contract beast 

along by his side: the Howling Sky Divine Hound! 

This Howling Sky Divine Hound was similarly a Void Mystic powerhouse. He did not take human form. 

When coupled together with the Spirit Hound Divine King, ordinary Void Mystic powerhouses were 

really not a match. 

With him leading the team to keep watch on Ye Yuan, Cloudsky was naturally reassured. 

It was because Ye Yuan agreed to his request to enter the Bloodrain Wilderness alone! 

Ao Qian, Kuang Tianming, Jiang Taicang, even Ruan Shuangzhou, they were all not allowed to enter this 

time. 

Ye Yuan agreeing to this request naturally made his group of subordinates endlessly worried. 

“Milord, it’s too dangerous for you to enter by yourself! Better bring Old Ao along!” Ao Qian said. 

“Milord, this Bloodrain Wilderness isn’t a safe place. I heard that the Holy City once had quite a few Void 

Mystic Realm elders perish inside too. How can it do for you to enter alone?” Jiang Taicang said. 

“Younger Brother, this trip is perilous, you need to think thrice before you act! That pair of dog person 

isn’t anything good. What if they harm you inside ...” Kuang Tianming also urged. 

The dog person he was talking about was naturally the Spirit Hound Divine King and his dog. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You all don’t have to worry. Just wait for me outside. At most half a year’s 

time, I’ll definitely come out.” 

Ye Yuan agreed to Cloudsky’s terms. He naturally would not stupidly leave a bunch of people at the Holy 

City either. 

He made Cloudsky swear a heavenly Dao oath to ensure the safety of Ao Qian and the rest inside the 

city before setting his mind at ease and leaving. 

Cloudsky not daring to make a move on him was because he could not see through him. But once he 

entered the Blooddain Wilderness, it was hard to guarantee that he would not make a move on Ao Qian 

and the rest. 



On the other side, Cloudsky also grabbed hold of the Spirit Hound Divine King and Guo Xu, and 

personally gave confidential instructions on how to proceed. 

“For Ji Qingyun to want to enter the Bloodrain Wilderness, he’s definitely aiming for the spirit medicines 

inside. He already swore a heavenly Dao oath that he would at most only harvest five stalks of spirit 

medicine. But I feel that the spirit medicines he wants to find are definitely not simple. Perhaps, he’s 

aiming for the fifth level. You guys got to remember to absolutely not let him enter the fifth level, 

understood?” Cloudsky said with incomparable solemnness. 

The Spirit Hound Divine King remained silent. He just nodded his head slightly. 

But Guo Xu answered, “Yes, Lord Cloudsky!” 

Cloudsky gave Guo Xu a glance and reminded, “I know that you remain unconvinced towards him in 

your heart. But trust me, you’re not his match! Guo Xu, you’re the Holy City’s future. You have to have a 

longer-term view of the situation. Ji Qingyun is someone destined to die. But the one who kills him 

definitely won’t be you! When you reign the Divine Realm in the future, he’d long be a withered 

skeleton in the graveyard already!” 

When Guo Xu heard that, he had all sorts of emotions jumbled up in his heart. 

Cloudsky’s words had a deep meaning. But one thing was very clear, that was that he was inferior to Ji 

Qingyun! 

Furthermore, it was that he was forever inferior! 

Only after Ji Qingyun died could he have a chance to surpass the former. 

He understood the logic but was even more unconvinced in his heart. 

Based on what that he was inferior to Ji Qingyun? 

He could not compare to the previous life’s Ji Qingyun. Could it be that he could not even compare to 

this Third Level Dao Profound rookie in front of him? 

... 

Carrying this grievance and unwillingness to submit, Guo Xu entered the Bloodrain Wilderness. 

A continuous pattering of blood-red drizzle lightly brushed on everyone’s faces, rousing people’s spirits. 

Traces of essence energy entered the body through the skin, then converged into the essence energy 

sea. Ye Yuan felt that his Third Level Dao Profound that had just broken through not long ago gradually 

consolidating. 

Originally, Ye Yuan forcing Cloudsky out, he did indeed thought of ruthlessly berating the other party by 

enumerating his wrong-doings. 

But later on, he changed his mind. 

Rather than hope for the Holy City to deal with the fiend race, he might as well increase his strength 

himself to defend the Divine Realm. 



Since he was the son of heaven’s mandate, then he should shoulder the responsibility of this era. 

Exterminating the Medicine King Hall, rather than doing it through others, it was way more satisfying for 

him to take revenge himself! 

The actions of Cloudsky and the others were naturally deplorable, but why not borrow the Holy City’s 

strength to make himself powerful? 

If the Dao Defying Pill was really able to let him charge up to Deity Realm, then dealing with the fiend 

race might not need to borrow the Holy City’s strength at all. 

At that time, even Zhuge Qingxuan would also have to be at his mercy! 

When they knew that he was able to break through to the Deity Realm because he borrowed the Holy 

City’s strength, who knows what their mood would be like. 

Thinking about it, Ye Yuan also looked forward to it very much. 

Ye Yuan only obtained the Iceflame Mystic Sovereign Ganoderma inside the Immemorial Medicine 

Garden. Out of nine core medicines, it was still missing eight strains. 

If the place the eight strains of spirit medicines had the greatest hope to be found, it was undoubtedly 

the Bloodrain Wilderness. 

Hence, that was why he threatened to disseminate the Holy City’s scandal, and made Cloudsky let him 

into the Bloodrain Wilderness. 

After a round of meditation, Ye Yuan’s Third Level Dao Profound thoroughly consolidated. His cultivation 

advanced significantly again. 

He could not help sighing emotionally in his heart. No wonder the Holy City was so powerful. 

This blood rain’s baptism could roughly match ordinary martial artists’ ten years of bitter cultivation! 

Although the absorption effects of the essence energy would continuously diminish, staying in this 

Bloodrain Wilderness for as long as half a year was likely comparable to several decades of bitter 

cultivation in the outside world already. 

This sort of condition, which faction could match it? 

Just as Ye Yuan was filled with vicissitudes of emotions, Guo Xu suddenly came over and said coldly, “Ji 

Qingyun, I want to challenge you!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1092: Pseudo-Sword Domain VS Sword Domain 

Ye Yuan shot Guo Xu a glance and said smilingly, “Held it in for very long, right?” 

One sentence made Guo Xu flush till his entire face turned scarlet-red. 

It turned out that Ye Yuan had long seen through his thoughts. 
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Cloudsky’s words made him extremely unconvinced in his heart. Actually, in his view, with him holding 

the line was already sufficient. There was no need to send the Spirit Hound Divine King here at all. 

Even if Ye Yuan comprehended Heaven Man Unity, it also would not work too well in front of him, this 

Void Mystic Realm powerhouse. 

At most, it was just a little troublesome. 

“Just say whether you dare to agree or not!” Guo Xu said with a cold face. 

Ye Yuan did not answer him but looked towards the Spirit Hound Divine King. The Spirit Hound Divine 

King had an unconcerned appearance. It was as if he did not have the intention of interfering. 

“Looks like you also wish to measure my current strength?” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

The Spirit Hound Divine King did not speak the entire time. But when he heard that, he opened his 

mouth and said two words: “That’s right!” 

Ye Yuan slowly got up and let out a sigh as he said, “Looks like not thrashing you, you’ll forever not know 

how great the disparity between us is! Alright then, as you wish!” 

Guo Xu said with a disdainful look, “Do you think that ... I’m still that person back then? A mere Third 

Level Dao Profound also dares to be so cocky in front of me, Guo Xu! Today, I’ll let you broaden your 

knowledge at what’s called a true martial Dao genius! Heaven Massacring Sword Domain!” 

Done talking, the moment Guo Xu’s divine king domain released, horrifying sword energy instantly 

enveloped Ye Yuan inside. 

The Heaven Massacring Sword Domain was Guo Xu’s divine king domain. Furthermore, it was the Holy 

City’s divine rank martial technique with boundless power. 

These few years, Guo Xu devoted to comprehending supreme true intents, improving exceedingly 

quickly. He was already almost catching up to those older generation Void Mystic powerhouses. 

The likes of Yue Xinping was utterly not worth mentioning in front of him. 

By the side, when the Spirit Hound Divine Realm saw the Heaven Massacring Sword Domain, he also 

nodded his head slightly. 

Guo Xu was treated as the next Heaven Stabilizing Divine King to groom by the Holy City. This divine king 

domain was indeed praiseworthy. 

“Eldest Senior Brother is mighty!” 

“Come on, Eldest Senior Brother! Beat this dogfart Qingyun Zi down!” 

“Eldest Senior Brother is the junior generation’s number one person!” 

The ones who came this time, apart from Ye Yuan, were all the Purple-Gold Hall’s disciples. 

These people would naturally stand on Guo Xu’s side. 

But their admiration toward Guo Xu came from the bottom of their hearts. 



These few years, Guo Xu already hardly ever made an appearance in the Purple-Gold Hall. They also 

extremely seldom saw Guo Xu take action as well. 

Seeing Guo Xu’s Heaven Massacring Sword Domain this time, each and every one of them all exclaimed 

with incomparable admiration. 

Third Level Dao Profound against Void Mystic, this was a battle without the least bit of suspense in the 

first place. But they all knew that Ye Yuan had a divine artifact in his possession. 

Although a divine king domain was strong, divine artifacts were nothing to be trifled with. 

In this world, only divine artifacts could make up for the tremendous gap in-between this. 

Guo Xu’s sword domain made a showy display of his ability. Within a 500 feet radius around him, it 

formed a death zone. 

Anything that entered this field would be sliced into shreds by countless sword lights! 

He suddenly unleashed his divine king domain, Ye Yuan was right within these 500 feet radius. 

This first round was already considered as a sneak attack. 

Facing Ye Yuan, Guo Xu would not lower his guard. He knew that Ye Yuan had a divine artifact in his 

hands. Hence, he did not plan on killing with one blow. 

He already prepared contingency plans to cope with the power of Ye Yuan’s divine artifact. 

Yet, Ye Yuan did not seem to immediately use the divine artifact, allowing the countless sword lights to 

engulf him. 

“En? What’s going on here? This Ji Qingyun was still posturing just now. Could it be that he died all of a 

sudden?” 

“Haha, really not doing up an act when bragging. He died without even using the divine artifact!” 

“Eldest Senior Brother is mighty! This Ji Qingyun is simply a paper tiger!” 

Looking from the outside world, one could not see the actual situation inside the sword domain at all. 

But Guo Xu’s face was incomparably solemn at this time. 

The Spirit Hound Divine King, who had been steady as a mountain all along, also trembled all over. He 

opened his eyes wide and stared fixedly at the Heaven Massacring Sword Domain. 

They distinctly sensed that inside the Heaven Massacring Sword Domain, there was still a miniature 

divine king domain! 

Ji Qingyun actually comprehended a divine king domain with Third Level Dao Profound cultivation 

realm? 

This sort of thing was truly too startling, right? 

“Damn it! I really underestimated you! But, with such a weak divine king domain, how long can it 

resist?” 



Guo Xu gnashed his teeth hatefully and suddenly deployed 70% of the emperor qi within his body. The 

power of the Heaven Massacring Sword Domain skyrocketed several times all at once! 

For a moment, sword light surged within that 500 feet radius and was incomparably gorgeous. 

Guo Xu’s juniors finally detected a hint of something not right. The shouting also gradually ceased. 

Each and every one of them was incredibly shocked, not understanding how a Third Level Dao Profound 

survived inside the Heaven Massacring Sword Domain under the situation where he did not deploy a 

divine artifact? 

But, seeing Guo Xu’s appearance akin to facing a great enemy, they knew that this Ji Qingyun was really 

not easy to deal with! 

Sensing Ye Yuan’s divine king domain becoming smaller and smaller, a look of smugness surfaced on 

Guo Xu’s face once more. 

How strong could the divine king domain displayed by a Third Level Dao Profound be? 

“Still not using the divine artifact? I admit that you’re very impressive. But carry on pretending like this, 

you’ll die very horribly!” Guo Xu said with a cold smile. 

“As you wish!” 

Guo Xu’s voice had yet to fade when a voice transmitted out from inside the Heaven Massacring Sword 

Domain. 

Immediately after, Guo Xu suddenly sensed that his Heaven Massacring Sword Domain actually showed 

signs of imminent collapse! 

Ye Yuan’s divine king domain was actually in the midst of rapid expansion! 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh ... 

Several azure sword lights broke out akin to breaking out of a cocoon, piercing right through Guo Xu’s 

divine king domain! 

After that, more and more sword lights penetrated out, poking Guo Xu’s Heaven Massacring Sword 

Domain until it was like a wasp’s nest. 

Seeing this scene, Guo Xu’s expression changed greatly and knew that he could no longer suppress Ye 

Yuan’s divine king domain, and hastily retreated! 

Rumble! 

A tremendous force spread out, immediately blasted Guo Xu out far away. 

Ye Yuan’s pseudo-divine king domain finally emerged in everyone’s field of vision. 

At this time, Ye Yuan stood while holding his sword, his aura imposing. It was actually not much weaker 

compared to Guo Xu in the least bit. 



The Spirit Hound Divine King’s gaze turned intent, looking at the longsword in Ye Yuan’s hands in 

disbelief! 

“Longsword divine artifact!” The Spirit Hound Divine King’s voice exuded thick astonishment. 

Without a doubt, Ye Yuan’s divine king domain was very weak, extraordinarily weak. 

But through this Evil Extermination Sword’s augmentation, his divine king domain was actually able to 

stand up to Guo Xu’s Heaven Massacring Sword Domain as equals! 

This Evil Extermination Sword was simply a divine artifact custom-made for Ye Yuan! 

Guo Xu being sent flying, this round was clearly Ye Yuan taking the upper-hand. 

Guo Xu did not think that Ye Yuan’s Martial Dao cultivation was actually fearsome to such a degree. 

Even if not borrowing the power of the divine sword, just based on him comprehending a divine king 

domain at the Third Level Dao Profound, this point, left him far behind in the dust! 

Guo Xu was very clear that before reincarnating, Ji Qingyun did not comprehend any supreme true 

intents. 

But now that a mere 20 years passed, Ye Yuan actually comprehended a divine king domain. 

This sort of improvement speed, saying that it was number one in the Divine Realm was not the slightest 

bit over-the-top! 

However, this blow to Guo Xu was all-round! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1093: Killing Intent 

“I refuse to believe that a trifling Third Level Dao Profound can that heaven-defying! Heaven Massacring 

Sword Art!” 

Guo Xu finally still erupted. He completely could not accept this fact before his eyes. 

Hence, he unleashed his strongest sword! 

Right then, a figure suddenly barged into his divine king domain, slamming a palm onto his longsword. 

Ring ... 

The longsword flew out of his hand and drew a single arc in the air, stabbing into the ground. 

“Forget it, you can’t beat him. Even if you won, it’s also winning through unorthodox means,” the Spirit 

Hound Divine King’s voice sounded out by Guo Xu’s ear. 

Guo Xu knelt down with a thud, a look of helplessness. 

His junior brothers had long lowered the banners and muffled the drums already. Currently, each and 

every one of them exchanged glances, uncertain how they should step forward to comfort Eldest Senior 

Brother too. 
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Many years ago, Ji Qingyun surpassed Eldest Senior Brother all-round, that was because his alchemy Dao 

was heaven-defying. 

But now, even Ji Qingyun’s martial Dao was so terrifying. Tis ... How to make people accept this? 

“Come on!” 

The Spirit Hound Divine King did not have the intention of going to console Guo Xu. He just nonchalantly 

said a sentence and turned around and left. 

Ye Yuan put away the Evil Extermination Sword and set off toward the depths of the first level following 

the Spirit Hound Divine King. 

... 

Several hours after Ye Yuan and the others left, a series of ripples surfaced in the space of the Bloodrain 

Wilderness. 

Three black-clothed people actually directly shuttled out from within the void! 

“This Spirithorn Shattering Mirror is indeed formidable. As long as there’s a coordinate, one can freely 

shuttle through space! The Bloodrain Wilderness is the Holy City’s restricted land. No outsiders have 

ever came before,” a black-clothed person said. 

The black-clothed person held a treasure mirror in his hands. It was shockingly the Spirithorn Shattering 

Mirror that escaped through the void inside the Vastsun Bright Moon Realm! 

“With Lord Divine Master casting the spell, what does shuttling through space count as? Before long, the 

entire Divine Realm will be ours!” another person said. 

“This time, Lord Divine Master put down an arm and leg. Even the Mountain and River State Painting, 

this kind of heaven-defying divine artifact, was brought out. We mustn’t mess up in the slightest!” the 

third person said. 

“Relax, with the three of our strength plus three great divine artifacts, that Ye Yuan absolutely won’t get 

lucky!” the first black-clothed person said. 

“Mm, this Mountain and River State Painting isn’t that Bright Moon City’s girl’s counterfeit. Not only is 

its power boundless, it even has the effect of concealing heaven’s secrets. As long as Ye Yuan is taken 

inside, with the three of our strength, could it be that we can’t kill him still? Heh heh, the son of 

heaven’s mandate perishing prematurely, I want to see what the human race use to withstand my fiend 

race’s great army this time!” the second person said. 

“Better not lower our guard! Ye Yuan this boy is extremely freakish. Lord Divine Master’s schemes had 

already been ruined at his hands several times. If not for him, Lord Divine Master would have long been 

fighting for the throne of the Divine Realm already, his momentum unstoppable! Moreover, you all have 

to know, Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm back then was completely insignificant. But now, he’s already a 

Third Level Dao Profound martial artist and even comprehended a divine king domain. Wanting to kill 

him is not an easy matter! You guys don’t forget how Lord Divine Master instructed before departure!” 

the third person said in a solemn voice. 



The moment these words came out, the other two people’s expressions turned stiff. 

“Alright, enough crap! We have to enter the third level ahead of schedule and set up an ambush and 

wait for him to enter. Only if he enters the Mountain and River State Painting will we have a chance to 

kill him! If we can’t kill him, we can only die here!” 

Done talking, the first black-clothed person deployed the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror once more. The 

three people immediately vanished on the spot. 

Ye Yuan never would have thought that a certain death scheme targeting him was already waiting for 

him in the depths of the Bloodrain Wilderness! 

... 

While walking, Ye Yuan’s brows suddenly furrowed, and he stopped his footsteps. 

“What is it?” Tt Spirit Hound Divine King said. 

“Zhao Lingdong, did you feel that the place we entered seemed to have a hint of undulation?” Ye Yuan 

said with a frown. 

Zhao Lingdong was the Spirit Hound Divine King’s original name. It was just that the people who dared 

to directly address without honorifics were already exceedingly few. 

Just earlier, he detected a trace of faintly discernible spatial undulation flash and passed right away. And 

the direction was precisely the place they entered. 

Although this kind of undulation was next to nothing, Ye Yuan had long entered the realm of Heaven 

Man Unity already. He was exceptionally sensitive towards the surrounding environment. 

When the Spirit Hound Divine King heard, he said, “No. You wouldn’t have had a false impression, right? 

We’re already 100 thousand miles away from the entrance area. You’re actually still able to perceive the 

undulations over there? Furthermore, the Bloodrain Wilderness is situated within a spatial rift. Having a 

trace of undulation is also normal. Moreover, if there’s really any situation, with Howlsky’s 1 sharp 

sense, he’ll definitely be able to detect it.” 

“What undulations? You’re thinking too much, right? The Bloodrain Wilderness has never had outsiders 

enter before. Apart from us, who else is able to come in? Don’t try to find fault!” Guo Xu said with a cold 

snort. 

Although he recovered to his senses from the shock, Guo Xu currently still found Ye Yuan displeasing no 

matter how he looked at him. 

He knew that he was being jealous of Ye Yuan. 

But he just could not control his own emotions. 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered with him and shook his head as he said, “Maybe I was overly sensitive. 

Carry on walking then.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan took the lead and left. 



Following Ye Yuan, a glint flickered across the Spirit Hound Divine King’s eyes. 

He did not think that Ye Yuan’s perception was actually so sharp! 

This Bloodrain Wilderness’s spatial coordinates were precisely given to those black-clothed men by the 

Spirit Hound Divine King, Zhao Lingdong. 

For so many years, the Spirit Hound Divine King had been lying low within the Holy City all along. 

He was the same as Ji Canglan, both members of the fiend race! 

That mysterious Lord Divine Master had long plotted for a long time already. The Holy City, such an 

important place, how could he possibly not plant informants? 

The entire Holy City, apart from the three titans who knew that Ye Yuan was the son of heaven’s 

mandate, there was still Zhao Lingdong! 

He passed the news of Ye Yuan about to enter the Bloodrain Wilderness to Lord Divine Master. Lord 

Divine Master immediately decided to carry out an encirclement campaign against Ye Yuan! 

This time, these three black-clothed men that Lord Divine Master sent out were all Holy King class 

powerhouses. 

The strength of holy kings could absolutely rival the human race’s Void Mystic powerhouses. 

The strength of any person among the three of them was not beneath Zhao Lingdong! 

This was also to say that, adding in the Howling Sky Divine Hound, a total of five Void Mystic Realm 

powerhouses were planning on ambushing Ye Yuan! 

Except, Zhao Lingdong did not think that his companions had just sneaked into the Bloodrain 

Wilderness, and Ye Yuan detected it already! 

This first level did not pose much of a danger to them. 

Along the way, their party practically pushed in as far as 100 thousand miles with a sweeping attitude. 

The perception radius of a Dao Profound powerhouse was at most just 10 thousand miles. 

But Ye Yuan’s perception was actually 10 times as far as ordinary Dao Profound powerhouses! This was 

simply too freakish! 

Moreover, Zhao Lingdong knew that opening up space with the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror, the 

undulations produced was extremely minute. Even within a 20 thousand miles radius, ordinary martial 

artists might not be able to perceive it either. 

But, they were actually unable to hide from Ye Yuan’s eyes and ears. 

Even though it was just an exceedingly subtle whiff, Ye Yuan had indeed detected it. 

Perhaps Guo Xu they all felt that Ye Yuan was finding trouble. But Zhao Lingdong knew that he was not! 
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Chapter 1094: Giant Ape Desolate Beast 
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Navigating for three days straight, Ye Yuan’s party finally arrived at the second level’s entrance area. 

“Second level, the desolate beasts belong to me, spirit medicines belong to you guys,” Ye Yuan said this 

one sentence, and then immediately entered the second level. 

At the second level, desolate beasts were basically Divine King rank. 

These desolate beasts’ strengths were extremely strong. Furthermore, their skin was coarse, and their 

flesh thick. These Purple-Gold Hall disciples might not be a match for a desolate beast individually. 

But Ye Yuan said that he wanted to cover the second level’s desolate beasts. 

If it were before, they would definitely feel that Ye Yuan was boasting. A Third Level Dao Profound, 

based on what to match a Divine King rank desolate beast? 

But after witnessing his face-off with Guo Xu, there was already no one who dared to underestimate Ye 

Yuan. 

Even if he did not use that divine sword, Ye Yuan’s strength was also much stronger compared to the 

vast majority of the people among them. 

“Looks like him entering this Bloodrain Wilderness isn’t just for spirit medicines. He even wants to 

borrow the desolate beasts here to temper himself,” the Spirit Hound Divine King said. 

“Humph! At most half a year’s time, how much improvement can he have?” Guo Xu said disdainfully. 

“I just don’t know what method he used to make Lord Cloudsky agree. The Bloodrain Wilderness has 

never had a precedent of opening up to an outsider before. I didn’t think that this time, an exception 

was actually made,” the Spirit Hound Divine King said. 

Guo Xu had a gloomy look but did not speak, keeping pace with Ye Yuan’s footsteps. 

“Roar!” 

An earth-shaking roar echoed out. An ape-like desolate beast suddenly dashed out, pouncing straight for 

Ye Yuan at the foremost of the team. 

When Ye Yuan saw the situation, he was not alarmed but delighted instead. Casually drawing the 

Starmoon Sword, he wielded the sword and was going to step forward and battle. 

But right then, an afterimage drew across by his side, speeding towards that desolate beast with even 

swifter speed. 

“Heaven Massacring Sword Domain!” 

The moment the Divine King domain opened, countless sword light immediately cut countless holes on 

that desolate beast. 

Rumble! 

The desolate beast did not have time to flare up and was slain by Guo Xu neat and tidily. 



The attack of a Void Mystic powerhouse, how could this ordinary Divine King rank desolate beast be a 

match? 

Clank! 

Guo Xu returned the sword to its sheath, incomparably elegant. 

Ye Yuan’s face sunk, and he said, “Guo Xu, what’s the meaning of this?” 

Guo Xu had a look of composure as he said coolly, “What meaning of what? This Bloodrain Wilderness is 

my Holy City’s territory. I, as the Purple-Gold Hall’s head disciple, am training martial techniques here. 

Could it be that there’s anything improper?” 

Done talking, Guo Xu shot Ye Yuan a glance like putting on a show of force and strutted off. 

His objective was very simple. Since Ye Yuan wanted to borrow the desolate beasts here to increase his 

strength, then he would not let Ye Yuan increase it. 

He was going to immediately take action and kill the desolate beasts encountered, not giving Ye Yuan 

any chance at all. 

Unless, Ye Yuan used that divine sword. 

But, if he used the divine sword, it could not achieve the effect of tempering at all. 

As for whether or not Ye Yuan would rampage, he was even less worried. 

With the Spirit Hound Divine King here, two men and one dog, three great Void Mystic powerhouses, 

could Ye Yuan overturn the heavens still? 

Divine King Realm desolate beasts were currently the most suitable opponents for Ye Yuan. 

Under the circumstances of not using divine artifacts, Ye Yuan should be evenly-matched with peak 

Divine King rank desolate beasts. 

“Roar ...” 

All of a sudden, an ear-splitting roar sounded out without a break. 

Hearing the sound, it was very similar to that ape desolate beast that was killed by Guo Xu earlier. 

Rumble ... 

The earth trembled! 

In the distance, seven or eight desolate beasts galloped over. 

Looking from the imposing momentum, these eight desolate beasts’ strengths were actually all peak 

Divine King! 

“Haha, came right on time!” Guo Xu laughed loudly. Stepping forward with his hand resting on his 

sword, he charged towards those eight ape desolate beasts. 



The moment the Heaven Massacring Sword Domain opened up, Guo Xu totally thought that he would 

rampage in all directions. 

Alas, he miscalculated! 

The moment those eight ape desolate beasts saw Guo Xu bearing down menacingly, they actually each 

displayed a very odd posture. 

When Guo Xu approached, the eight desolate beasts suddenly attacked with full force. 

The eight streams of essence energy were like a cannonball, instantly gathering together. 

An outrageous energy undulation spread out. Guo Xu was just about to show off his power, but when he 

saw this scene, his expression changed drastically. 

Except, it was already too late for him to want to switch moves. 

Rumble! 

That essence energy cannonball immediately slammed onto his Heaven Massacring Sword Domain. A 

large crater was actually smashed out on the powerful Divine King domain. 

While Guo Xu’s body immediately flew back in reverse. 

“Puhwark!” 

Guo Xu’s body landed on the ground, and his junior apprentice brother hurriedly went up to support 

him. But he spewed out a mouthful of blood straightaway. 

“Roar ...” 

The eight ape desolate beasts let out a heaven-shaking roar. That appearance was like dancing for joy at 

this attack’s victory. 

“Damn it! These eight apes actually had this sort of strange joint-attack method. The power of an attack 

is actually not beneath Void Mystic powerhouses!” Guo Xu said hatefully. 

It was clearly just eight peak Divine King rank desolate beasts. But the power of that joint-attack earlier 

was actually so formidable. 

Guo Xu was careless for a moment too, wanting to steal a march on Ye Yuan and slay the desolate 

beasts as soon as possible. He did not expect to actually suffer a major loss. 

Currently, his blood and qi were in turmoil. A mouthful of essence energy was actually unable to be 

mustered up within a short time! 

Those eight ape desolate beasts actually still understood the logic of following up a victory with hot 

pursuit. After a brief celebration, they chased over to this side with large strides. 

Rumble ... 

Eight 100-foot tall giant apes galloping his unison, it felt like the earth was going to be cracked. 

These eight giant apes even displayed that strange posture earlier while running. 



They actually wanted to do it a second time! 

Right then, Ye Yuan moved. His figure instantly vanished from where he stood. 

Merging into heaven and earth! 

In a blink of an eye, Ye Yuan plunged in the middle of the eight giant apes. 

His pseudo-Divine King domain opening up, violent sword energy instantly threw the tempo of the giant 

apes’ joint-attack into disorder. 

Clink clank, clink clank. 

Countless sword energy hacked onto the giant apes and actually emitted the sound of metal clashing. 

These eight giant apes’ bodies were actually comparable to holy artifacts. 

Ye Yuan’s sword lights were also unable to breach their defenses for a short time! 

Of course, this was still primarily because Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm was lacking. His sword intent 

concept was attained, but he did not have powerful essence energy to support it. 

If he had Divine King Realm essence energy, he would have killed at least two giant apes at this time 

already. 

These giant apes clearly did not expect that this seemingly unremarkable human actually took them by 

surprise. 

Ye Yuan’s random entry immediately upset the giant apes’ joint-attack. They were each fighting their 

own battle currently. But Ye Yuan had plenty of room to play, shuttling back and forth between them. 

For some time, both sides actually fought until they were equally matched. 

Although Ye Yuan’s Divine King domain was temporarily unable to breach the giant apes’ defenses, as 

time passed, they could be exhausted to death by Ye Yuan. 

Eight giant apes howled incessantly. Each and every one of them wanted to display that strange posture. 

But Ye Yuan did not give them a chance at all! 

Every time they wanted to make a joint attack, Ye Yuan’s countless sword lights would focus on a giant 

ape to greet it. 

Even if his Divine King domain was any weaker, once it went to say hello on a person’s body, it would be 

too much for the other party to take as well. 

And their joint-attack, as long as one could not keep up, it would directly be broken. 

Guo Xu looked at this scene, his expression unspeakably gloomy. 

He did not think that he actually failed miserably in an easy task. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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Under the heart realm of Heaven Man Unity, the eight giant apes’ every movement and action were 

mapped in Ye Yuan’s mind, revealing every tiny detail. 

These eight giant apes were perfect as opponents for him. 

These eight giant apes’ strengths were very fearsome. Even if they did not use joint-attacks, Ye Yuan also 

felt exceptionally strenuous to cope with it. 

But it was precisely this feeling of limit-like that could stimulate Ye Yuan’s potential! 

The giant apes’ iron fists produced fierce winds by Ye Yuan’s ears. 

Although Ye Yuan could accurately avoid their fists, the essence energy force-wind howled from the fists 

also made it too much for Ye Yuan to bear. 

Eight giant apes, 16 iron fists weaving together, forming an exceedingly terrifying force-wind web in the 

air. 

Even if Ye Yuan possessed a divine king domain, he also sustained injuries on many parts of his body. 

However, those eight giant apes were nowhere better. 

Ye Yuan was too nimble. Under the whittling of the Limitless Sword Domain, the eight giant apes had 

many cuts sliced open on their bodies by him. 

The eight giant apes all suffered varying degrees of injuries. 

All along, the opponents that Ye Yuan encountered were all overly powerful. Many times, he had to 

borrow the power of divine artifacts before he could barely manage to force the opponent back. 

But now, he was truly relying on his own strength to be evenly-matched with these eight giant apes. 

By the side, the Purple-Gold Hall disciples watched until they were incredibly terrified. 

In their understanding, the reason why Ye Yuan was powerful was likely still by relying on his divine 

artifact. 

But just how powerful his true strength was, they had never experienced before. 

This time, they really experienced it. 

A Third Level Dao Profound, battling eight giant apes, was actually evenly-matched. 

This strength, forget about laughing proudly among the same rank, even among them peak divine kings, 

it was also far greater! 

“I didn’t think that Ji Qingyun’s martial Dao strength had actually reached this step! My strength, dealing 

with one giant ape is already enough to choke on. He actually didn’t fall into a disadvantageous position 

in the slightest dealing with eight!” a peak divine king Purple-Gold Hall disciple said. 

“Truly remarkable! This guy’s alchemy Dao is heaven-defying. But looking at it now, his martial Dao is 

not the slightest bit weaker than his alchemy Dao!” Another divine king powerhouse sighed with 

admiration. 



“Didn’t he reincarnate for around 20 years? How can he possibly comprehend such a profound supreme 

true intent? Could it be that it was all a guise in his previous life?” 

These disciples were all stunned silly, not at all aware that Guo Xu’s face was already as black as the 

bottom of a pot. 

“All shut your mouths for me!” Guo Xu clutched his chest and reprimanded furiously. 

These disciples became aware that they misspoke and involuntarily stuck out their tongues and no 

longer spoke. 

Praising Ji Qingyun in front of Eldest Senior Brother, wasn’t this slapping his face? 

But right at this time, the Spirit Hound Divine King suddenly opened his mouth and said, “Ji Qingyun ... 

seems to be breaking through!” 

Guo Xu could not help being alarmed when he heard and hurriedly looked over towards Ye Yuan there. 

Currently, Ye Yuan was wounded on many parts of his body. Quite a number of areas even oozed dark 

red fresh blood. 

But, his divine king domain radiated with a resplendent light and was actually even sharper compared to 

before! 

Those sword lights became stronger and stronger and also became sharper and sharper. 

For a moment, Ye Yuan’s divine king domain gave off a brilliant azure light. The energy of life and death 

rampaged willfully! 

Originally, Ye Yuan’s pseudo-divine king domain was only roughly 50 square feet. 

This level of divine king domain could not compare to even the lowest of Void Mystic powerhouses. 

But now, Ye Yuan’s divine king domain actually expanded to a hundred square feet already, expanded a 

full one-fold! 

Don’t look down on this one-fold square feet, to Void Mystic powerhouses, even expanding 10 feet was 

an exceptionally difficult matter. 

The size of a divine king domain could show the strength of a Void Mystic powerhouse to a certain 

extent. 

Guo Xu devoted to comprehending Dao, breaking through from the initial-most 100 square feet to 500 

square feet these few years. The improvement could be said to be tremendous. 

It was just that his strength was not considered very strong among Void Mystic powerhouses. 

Divine king domain reaching a thousand-feet radius, this was a dividing crest for Void Mystic 

powerhouses. 

Reaching this sort of degree, one would roughly be an existence in the same class as the Extreme Sword 

Divine King. 



Reaching this step required two kinds of supreme true intents to both reach the level of rank-nine, and 

must be fused together perfectly! 

As for Ye Yuan, his concepts comprehension was actually even stronger compared to Guo Xu already. 

The reason why his divine king domain was only 50 feet radius was that his essence energy was 

completely insufficient to support such a large sword domain. 

But now, Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm did not break through. It was his concepts comprehension that 

broke through! 

Just earlier, Ye Yuan’s sword intent finally broke through to rank-nine. 

It was only a step away from the great circle of perfection! 

Rank-nine sword intent was an existence that many Void Mystic powerhouses were unable to attain. 

Ye Yuan only used 20 years and did it! 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh. 

The azure-colored sword lights were akin to a group of azure-colored wandering dragons, puncturing a 

giant ape in front of Ye Yuan full of wounds. 

Hence, this giant ape could not hang in there anymore and collapsed with a loud crash! 

These eight giant apes had excellent teamwork. One suddenly collapsing, their strength reduced greatly. 

With this, Ye Yuan brought along innumerable azure light, like a walking monster ravaging these giant 

apes wantonly. 

Ye Yuan’s control of essence energy was extremely exquisite. A prolonged battle was not an issue at all. 

Those external wounds were not worth mentioning at all to a Tier 9 fleshy body powerhouse like him. 

One giant ape after another collapsed with a loud bang. Ye Yuan’s speed of slaughtering also became 

increasingly faster. 

Finally, the last giant ape toppled at Ye Yuan’s feet. 

Ye Yuan actually annihilated eight peak divine king giant apes with his strength alone. This sort of battle 

achievement could simply be rated as a miracle! 

Those Purple-Gold Hall disciples were all stunned silly. 

They even thought that Ye Yuan was only making use of these eight giant apes to temper himself. In the 

end, he would still utilize a divine artifact to be able to slay these eight giant apes. 

But they never could have thought that Ye Yuan spent an entire day’s time, and forcefully exhausted 

these eight giant apes to death. 

The moment the giant apes died, Ye Yuan was also practically on the brink of giving out already. 

He fished out a medicinal pill and meditated on the spot to recover strength. 



He collected a large batch of spirit medicines at the Immemorial Medicine Garden. Refining a few Tier 9 

medicinal pills was naturally nothing difficult. 

The Spirit Hound Divine King looked at the Ye Yuan currently meditation and said in a solemn voice, “Ji 

Qingyun’s combat experience is extremely abundant. From start to end, he never gave those giant apes 

even a gleam of chance! Looks like during these 20 years, he experienced a lot! Guo Xu, actually, having 

such an existence isn’t a bad thing to you. He can make you strive harder after knowing the humiliation 

and make you not dare to slack off in the slightest! Whether a success or a failure, it depends on your 

own mindset.” 

When Guo Xu heard that, his entire body involuntarily trembled. 

That turbid gaze gradually became resolved. 

Yeah, such a monstrous existence like Ji Qingyun was still cultivating by risking his life. What energy did 

he still have to be jealous here? 

As long as he cultivated continuously, there would come a day where he would be able to surpass him. 

Because Lord Cloudsky said before, Ji Qingyun was someone certain to die! 

Although Guo Xu did not understand why Ji Qingyun was dead for sure, he was certain that Lord 

Cloudsky absolutely would not lie to him. 

He slowly stood up, his body radiating a fierce fighting intent! 

“From today onwards, I, Guo Xu, will strive doubly hard! There will come a day where I’ll surpass Ji 

Qingyun!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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Swish! 

An azure light flashed past. A snake-form desolate beast was immediately killed by Ye Yuan. 

This was the 65th desolate beast that Ye Yuan slew within 10 days! 

These 65 desolate beasts, all of them were super strong peak Divine Kings. 

Some desolate beasts even had some talent ability, making Ye Yuan suffer a huge loss too. 

But with this bout of tempering, Ye Yuan’s improvement speed was also extremely evident. 

The Holy City’s disciples watched Ye Yuan grow bit by bit with their own eyes. This sort of growth could 

virtually be visible to the naked eye! 

However, just 10 day’s time had passed. 

Even though they no longer dared to anyhow appraise in view of Eldest Senior Brother’s face, their 

astonishment towards Ye Yuan was not ambiguous at all. 
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The breakthrough of Dao Profound Realm powerhouses, even just a tiny bit, was also calculated in 

years. 

But for Ye Yuan, it was calculated using days. 

These 10 days of tempering completely did not have elements of resorting to unorthodox means. It was 

bona fide battles after battles. 

Although battles could help martial artists to increase strength rapidly, such an increase was also too 

apparent, right? 

What made Ye Yuan surprised was that Guo xu actually did not come to find trouble with him anymore. 

It seemed that after the giant apes, Guo Xu became wiser. 

And the eyes Guo Xu looked at him with also seemed to be different from in the past. 

But these had nothing to do with him. He had no spare time to care about this. 

To the current Ye Yuan, the most pressing matter at hand was to increase strength. 

That hint of undulation at the entrance area made Ye Yuan somewhat uneasy. 

He believed that Heaven Man Unity Heart Realm would not lie to him! 

Since that was the case, his strength being an iota stronger, it would naturally be an iota safer too. 

In a twinkle, half a month passed. Ye Yuan charged all the way into the third level. But at this time, he 

finally sensed that he was about to break through to the Fourth Level Dao Profound. 

Third Level Dao Profound and Fourth Level Dao Profound were similarly a threshold. 

By crossing it, Ye Yuan’s essence energy and emperor qi would have a substantial increase. 

The increase in essence energy would naturally also let his divine king domain be strengthened. 

After entering the third level, the desolate beasts here were evidently much stronger. Although they had 

yet to encounter Void Mystic Realm desolate beasts, the strength of the desolate beasts presently were 

extraordinary. 

Furthermore, quite a few desolate beasts showed up in packs and bands. The weakest also had first-rate 

Divine King’s strength. 

However, Ye Yuan did not have the intention of stopping. 

Once he recovered essence energy, he would immediately go over and kill desolate beasts. 

At the moment, he was currently fighting with a group of wolf-form desolate beasts! 

He was currently dealing with several hundred wolf-form desolate beasts by himself. The majority 

among them were first-rate Divine Kings, while peak Divine King Realm wolf kings also had no less than 

20. 

This sort of cooperation between desolate beasts was much more tacit than even those eight giant apes. 



Ye Yuan was bold and unconstrained, being locked together in battle with the wolf pack. 

When everyone saw this scene, they were all unbelievably shocked. 

“This guy really went crazy! Such crazed cultivation, how the hell did he survive?” Guo Xu said with a 

frown. 

Along the way, Ye Yuan never stopped before, spending it in the midst of slaughter all along. 

This intensity of cultivation, Guo Xu questioned himself and was certain that he absolutely could not 

hang in there. 

The Spirit Hound Divine King said, “To be able to obtain such startling accomplishments in 20 years, it 

was definitely not a fluke for Ji Qingyun! His talent need not be commented no more, but this tenacity is 

even harder to come by. Such high-intensity cultivation, even Void Mystic powerhouses will have their 

spirits crumble too.” 

Suddenly, Guo Xu’s expression changed, and he said, “This guy is really a mad man! He ... is actually 

going to break through in the midst of the wolf pack!” 

In the sky, tribulation clouds rolled. 

He had already fought for a day and night with this wolf pack and killed over a hundred wolves. 

But just earlier, Ye Yuan finally detected that the turning point for breakthrough arrived. 

If it were others, they absolutely would not dare to break through at this time. 

Once he was pinned down by the wolf pack, Ye Yuan would definitely be smitten to death by the 

heavenly tribulation. One had to know that there were over 20 peak Divine King Realm wolf kings in the 

wolf pack. 

But Ye Yuan was bold stemming from his superb skills and did not care at all. He directly opened up his 

essence energy sea and allowed himself to break through freely. 

Heavenly tribulation was nigh. The movements of Ye Yuan’s hands were not the least bit slow, killing 

two wolves in a blink. 

Crack! 

A coarse lightning bolt streaked down, rumbling over towards Ye Yuan! 

Ye Yuan gave a long cry and actually did not dodge nor evade! 

These wolf kings’ intellects were exceedingly high and had long been waiting for this moment. 

Just as the heavenly tribulation was about to land on Ye Yuan, five peak Divine King wolf kings arrived 

with a howl, baring their sharp teeth, and biting down towards Ye Yuan’s calf. 

These few wolf kings’ teeth were no joke. 

If bitten by them, Ye Yuan’s leg would be thoroughly crippled. 



They eyed precisely this opportune moment to attack. Ye Yuan had to deal with the heavenly 

tribulation, it was totally impossible to deal with five wolf kings at the same time. 

“Heh, arrogant fellow! This time, played yourself to death, right? I want to see how you avoid this 

certain-kill strike!” Guo Xu said with a cold smile. 

Such an evenly matched battle and he actually still dared to be careless. He truly did not know how the 

word death was written. 

But right at this time, a hint of a cold smile flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth. 

“Waited very long for you all! Limitless Life-Death Sword!” 

Ye Yuan gave a loud cry, his divine king domain instantly erupting. Five azure lights flowed out from 

inside the divine king domain bizarrely, heading straight for those five Divine Kings. 

As for that heavenly tribulation, Ye Yuan could not even be bothered to give it a glance at all. 

Rumble! 

Ye Yuan forcefully suffered this bolt of lightning tribulation, while those five wolf kings did not manage 

to bite him at all due to receiving Ye Yuan’s attack. Instead, they were implicated by the heavenly 

tribulation because they were too close to Ye Yuan. 

This heavenly tribulation was virtually equivalent to the full power attack of a peak Divine King. The 

power could be imagined. 

The five wolf kings were directly left in ruins by the heavenly tribulation! 

While Ye Yuan stood up like he was completely fine. Patting the dust on his body, his figure suddenly 

vanished from where he was! 

Seeing this scene, Guo Xu’s eyes became wide-saucers. 

Could it be that this guy was a freak? 

Forcefully withstanding such a horrifying bolt of heavenly tribulation, he was actually completely fine? 

He did not know that for Ye Yuan, who transcended a Greater Five Elements Heavenly Tribulation, this 

kind of minor heavenly tribulation was completely no big deal anymore. 

Ye Yuan just extended a golden right claw at the last second just now and forcefully withstood it. 

Although this heavenly tribulation was equivalent to a peak divine king’s all-out attack, the effect was 

greatly discounted to Ye Yuan. 

Towards heavenly tribulation, Ye Yuan could virtually be said to be immune. 

The next instant, Ye Yuan was just like a walking heavenly tribulation. Areas that he passed through, 

miserable cries echoed. The wolf pack let out a series of wretched cries from time to time. 

When the minor heavenly tribulation passed, only wolf corpses that covered the land remained. 

While Ye Yuan broke through to Fourth Level Dao Profound successfully. 



“H-How can this be? How could someone ... transcend heavenly tribulation like this?” Guo Xu muttered 

to himself. He was struck dumb with amazement by this scene of Ye Yuan transcending tribulation. 

Not just him, those Purple-Gold Hall disciples were similarly staring blankly with their mouths agape. 

Those wolves wanted to ambush Ye Yuan but had a large group bombarded to death by Ye Yuan using 

heavenly tribulation. 

This outcome ... was too miraculous. 

The Spirit Hound Divine King looked at Ye Yuan with a heated gaze. The originally almost guaranteed 

ambush made him somewhat worried at this time. 

Could it really kill Ye Yuan? 
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Chapter 1097: Sudden Impulse 

“Ji Qingyun, just what kind of spirit medicines do you want to find? Carry on heading down, and 

everybody will fall into danger!” Guo Xu said solemnly. 

Outside of the third level were all still some peak divine king desolate beasts. Heading further in and 

there would be some Void Mystic Realm desolate beasts. 

With these disciples’ strengths, they were naturally unable to go deeper in. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said coolly, “Do you feel that ordinary spirit medicines can enter my 

arcane sights? Aren’t you all here for training? Didn’t make you follow me either. How about you bring 

your junior brothers and continue the training. I’ll go find my spirit medicines. If I get killed by desolate 

beasts, you should be happy instead.” 

“You!” Guo Xu could not help being tongue-tied. 

At this time, the Spirit Hound Divine King suddenly spoke up, “Guo Xu, you bring the junior brothers to 

train over here for a bit. I’ll follow Ji Qingyun to carry on advancing ahead.” 

With this, Guo Xu became anxious, and hurriedly said, “How can this do?” 

The Spirit Hound Divine King gave him a glance and said, “The spirit medicines that Ji Qingyun wants, 

barring no accidents, should be in the fourth level. Upon entering the fourth level, I won’t be able to 

care about you anymore! Furthermore, you also saw his strength. If we were to really come to blows, 

you can’t gain any advantages either.” 

Guo Xu’s expression could not help turning stiff. Only now did he notice the fact that made people 

embarrassed. 

The Spirit Hound Divine King’s meaning was already very clear: carry on following, and you would drag 

us down. 

Even if Ye Yuan had any funny ideas, not only would Guo Xu not be of help following by the side, but 

might become Ye Yuan’s breakthrough point instead. 
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That ... would be awkward. 

“Then ... Be careful, Spirit Hound Divine King!” Guo Xu said dejectedly. 

The Spirit Hound Divine King patted his shoulders and said, “Relax. With me around, he can’t play any 

tricks.” 

Guo Xu nodded his head. The Spirit Hound Divine King’s strength, he could naturally trust. 

It was just that he never thought that he would actually become a burden one day. 

... 

Bidding the Purple-Gold Hall disciples farewell, Ye Yuan, one person, and one dog headed even deeper 

in. 

Going further into the depths, Ye Yuan naturally could not be like before, using desolate beasts to 

practice. 

Unless he used a divine artifact, otherwise, it was very hard to beat those Void Mystic Realm desolate 

beasts. 

Hence, along the way, Ye Yuan and Zhao Lingdong, the two people were both very low-profile, avoiding 

those powerful auras as best as they could. 

Being cautious along the way, a month’s time passed in a blink of an eye. 

The distance of separating with Guo Xu and the rest was roughly a hundred million miles already. 

In between this, there naturally could not dispense with encountering some powerful desolate beasts. It 

was basically all the Spirit Hound Divine King taking action to dispose of them. 

But this, also let Ye Yuan witness the Spirit Hound Divine King’s might. 

Ordinary Void Mystic desolate beasts were not a match for the Spirit Hound Divine King at all. 

Along the way, as long as they encountered Void Mystic desolate beasts, the Spirit Hound Divine King 

would cut down the other party with an overwhelming stance. 

However, from start to end, that Howling Sky Divine Hound never made a move before. 

Prior to reincarnating, Ye Yuan did not have contact with the Spirit Hound Divine King before. But 

regarding his might, he had still heard of it somewhat. 

But only today did Ye Yuan know that Zhao Lingdong was even more powerful than in the rumors. 

On this day, the two people finally arrived at the entrance area leading to the fourth level. 

Ahead was a small-scale transmission array. 

A small cluster of light pillars gave off a bright light. 

As they were walking, Ye Yuan suddenly stopped his footsteps. 

Zhao Lingdong asked doubtfully, “Why aren’t you walking anymore?” 



Ye Yuan said with a calm expression, “Let’s walk around in the third level some more. I need a 500 

thousand year Jadeblood Azuresky. This place is the third level’s deepest area, it might have it. If we can 

find it, we can also reduce the amount of time that we stay at the fourth level. This way, the danger will 

naturally also be lesser.” 

The Spirit Hound Divine King was able to rampage unrestrained in the third level. But reaching the 

fourth level, he would also have to tuck his tail between his legs and behave. 

The fourth level’s desolate beasts were too strong. With the Spirit Hound Divine King’s strength, the 

fourth level was also the limit. 

Concerning the fifth level, he absolutely would not enter the area. 

The Spirit Hound Divine King frowned and said, “500 thousand year Jadesky Azuresky, the chances of 

finding in the fourth level should be far greater than the third level. Don’t you forget, we only have half a 

year’s time. If we waste too much time at the third level, we won’t have time to find the spirit medicines 

at the back.” 

Ye Yuan thought about it again and said with a nod, “What you said is correct, let’s go.” 

The Spirit Hound Divine King’s heart eased up and nodded his head, and was about to advance forward. 

But Ye Yuan had just taken a step and actually stopped again. 

“En? What is it again?” The Spirit Hound Divine King looked at Ye Yuan and said doubtfully. 

Ye Yuan turned his head to look at the Spirit Hound Divine King and suddenly said with a smile, “Your 

heart ... it moved!” 

The Spirit Hound Divine King’s heart thumped. Could it be that Ye Yuan saw through something? 

Impossible! 

From start to end, he examined himself and was certain that he did not reveal any flaws. 

Zhao Lingdong frown and said, “What do you mean?” 

The corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth curled slightly, and he said with a faint smile, “My meaning is ... you 

want to make me enter the fourth level very much?” 

The premonition in Zhao Lingdong’s heart became increasingly foreboding. But he did not give up. 

Another step forward and Ye Yuan would be caught in the trap of the Devil Ridge Three Freaks. As long 

as Ye Yuan was taken into the Mountain and River State Painting, there was absolutely no possibility of 

escaping with his life! 

Even if the son of heaven’s mandate, being shielded from heaven’s secrets, only had one road that led 

to hell too! 

Moreover, dealing with Ye Yuan would be five Void Mystic Realm experts. 

But it was just missing one step! 



His heart pounded, but Zhao Lingdong did not show even a hint on his face. 

His person was incomparably level-headed to begin with. Even if dreadful waves that billowed to the 

skies were stirred up in his heart, he would not reveal the least bit either. 

If he did not have this shrewdness, how could he dare to stay undercover under the leadership of the 

Holy City’s three titans for so many years? 

It was also precisely because of this confidence that Zhao Lingdong knew that he definitely did not 

reveal a flaw along the way. 

But how did Ye Yuan see through him? 

Could it be because of that trace of spatial undulation? 

That trace of spatial undulation, even he did not detect it. It could be said to be trivial to the extreme. 

Moreover, even if Ye Yuan had his suspicions, why would it be right at this time? 

Zhao Lingdong could not figure out after racking his brains! 

“What are you implying? You were the one who wanted to find spirit medicines, not me! If you’re not 

willing to enter the fourth level, then just don’t go in.,” Zhao Lingdong said solemnly. 

Ye Yuan looked at Zhao Lingdong and said coolly, “Still refusing to give up hope? Since I said such words, 

I naturally have some assurance.” 

With this, Zhao Lingdong utterly gave up. 

He knew that Ye Yuan really saw through something amiss. 

But, there were no flaws in front of him at all. If not for knowing in-advance, Zhao Lingdong absolutely 

would not know that this place was a trap. 

Then, how in the world did Ye Yuan perceive it? 

Zhao Lingdong’s brows furrowed. Faint killing intent locked onto Ye Yuan, and he said in a deep voice, “I 

examined myself and am sure that I didn’t reveal any flaws at all. How did you see through?” 

Ye Yuan did not answer his question. Taking a look at the transmission array in the distance, he said with 

a smile, “Like naturally formed, without any flaws in the slightest! If my surmises are right, this should be 

the legendary Mountain and River State Painting, right?” 

Zhao Lingdong’s gaze turned sharp. He did not think that Ye Yuan could actually even make this out! 

This brat was simply too freakish! 

Ye Yuan turned to Zhao Lingdong again and said with a smile, “You indeed didn’t have flaws. But you 

should know what’s ‘Sudden Impulse,’ right?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1098: Absolute Kill 

Hearing ‘Sudden Impulse’ these two words, Zhao Lingdong’s expression changed greatly. 
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“You ... You actually comprehended Sudden Impulse!” 

“When fighting with those eight giant apes, I already comprehended it,” Ye Yuan said nonchalantly. 

The breakthrough of heart realm could let martial artists give birth to some very mysterious skills. 

Such as merging into heaven and earth, such as ... Sudden Impulse. 

Sudden Impulse was actually a kind of sense to chase after good fortune and avoid disaster. 

This sort of sense, many powerful martial artists all had it. But that sense was just the very, very shallow 

kind. 

Furthermore, it was effective and ineffective at times, unable to use it as a reference at all. 

But Sudden Impulse could be said to be the superior type of this kind of sense. Before encountering 

danger, one would be able to sense it in advance, and pursue good fortune and avoid disaster from 

there. 

Facing off against the eight giant apes the last time, Ye Yuan’s heart realm already quietly broke through 

once more. This Sudden Impulse technique was also born in response to the proper time and conditions. 

“However, you indeed concealed very well. Only all the way until a moment ago, did a feeling well up in 

my heart. It seems like taking another step forward, there will be absolutely no chance of survival,” Ye 

Yuan said unhurriedly. 

Sudden Impulse was not invincible. It was just a fleeting and ephemeral kind of sense. Except, this kind 

of sensation was more accurate and stronger compared to ordinary martial artists, that was all. 

Zhao Lingdong’s scheming was extremely deep and did not reveal the slightest hint of a flaw at all, and 

also did not have even a trace of killing intent towards Ye Yuan before. 

Hence, Ye Yuan did not sense the danger previously. 

“Then why did you come to suspect me?” Zhao Lingdong said rather gloomily. 

“I said before, your heart moved. Although it was just that tiny bit, under this sort of crisis, it’s 

exceptionally strong,” Ye Yuan said. 

Zhao Lingdong was thoroughly defeated. 

He concealed extremely well along the way. Only just now, when Ye Yuan was about to step into the 

enchantment set up by the Mountain and River State Painting, his breathing hastened, leaving a tiny 

trace. 

But it was this tiny trace that betrayed him. 

The formidable aspect of Sudden Impulse lay in here. 

Of course, Sudden Impulse was not matchless. 

Just like this time, although he comprehended Sudden Impulse, it was still incomparably dangerous. 

Because the Devil Ridge Three Freaks showed themselves! 



A layer of ripple oscillated in the space. Three black silhouettes emerged. 

“Truly formidable. Didn’t think that the Mountain and River State Painting, this kind of divine artifact, 

actually had no way of drawing you in! But ... you’re still hard pressed to escape death today!” said the 

Devil Ridge Three Freaks’s boss, Mo Datong. 

Seeing the Devil Ridge Three Freaks, Ye Yuan’s heart sunk. 

These three people were all Void Mystic Realm experts. 

This was to say that there were actually five Void Mystic powerhouses who came to besiege him. 

Furthermore, the things held in the Devil Ridge Three Freaks’ hands, were clearly all divine artifacts! 

Five great Void Mystic powerhouse, three great divine artifacts, such a line-up could simply be rated as 

extravagant! 

And such a line-up was actually just in order to deal with a measly little Fourth Level Dao Profound! 

“You’re all members of the fiend race?” Ye Yuan said with a frown. 

Such extravagance, probably only that power-hungry fiend race, always causing trouble from the 

shadows, could take out these divine artifacts. 

It was just that Ye Yuan was very curious about what kind of method the fiend race used to make these 

people look virtually identical with humans. Even the slightest hint of fiendish energy was not revealed. 

It looked like the fiend race really racked their brains empty for the sake of today’s set-up. 

Mo Datong said, “That’s right! Lord Divine Master ordered the three of us to come over and take your 

life! Once the son of heaven’s mandate dies, the human race will be of no more threat!” 

Hearing ‘son of heaven’s mandate,’ Ye Yuan was slightly surprised too. But he felt relieved very quickly. 

He actually ruined the fiend race’s plans several times through sheer dumb luck. 

Furthermore, Jia Lan knew that the Soul Suppressing Pearl and Vast Heaven Stele were in his hands. 

Then guessing that the son of heaven’s mandate was him would also be nothing strange. 

What Ye Yuan did not know was that the fiend race already knew that he was the son of heaven’s 

mandate before he was born! 

The Medicine King Hall’s accident was precisely because he was the son of heaven’s mandate! 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and opened his mouth and said with a look of despair, “Fine then. Five 

great Void Mystic powerhouses coming to besiege me, a measly little Fourth Level Dao Profound. It’s 

also truly thinking highly enough of me. Since I’m dead for sure, can you tell me just who in the world is 

controlling all this behind the scenes or not? 

“Ji Qingyun, stop making futile efforts! Your trifling little tricks, better don’t show it off in front of this 

lord! Datong, Ertong, Santong 1 , don’t talk nonsense with him anymore. We’ve already lost the 

initiative. We definitely can’t give him any bit of chance. Don’t you all forget, if we can’t kill him, we’d all 

have to die! Attack together and kill him!” Zhao Lingdong said with a cold yell. 



He became incomparably cold and fierce at this time, decisive in going for the kill, not giving Ye Yuan any 

chance at all. 

The expressions of the Devil Ridge Three Freaks became fearful when they heard that. Ye Yuan’s words 

really made them have some thoughts about mocking Ye Yuan. 

The three of them wielded divine artifacts. Furthermore, their cultivation realm was much higher than 

Ye Yuan’s. They did not put Ye Yuan in their sights at al. 

Ye Yuan’s words earlier really made them give rise to feelings of belittlement. 

Five Void Mystics against a Fourth Level Dao Profound, it was absolutely a certain kill scenario. 

But Zhao Lingdong’s words were akin to the evening drum and morning bell in a monastery, shocking 

them awake. 

At this moment, the three of them had not made a move yet, but Zhao Lingdong’s Howling Sky Divine 

Hound moved first. 

In that instant, Ye Yuan felt his neck turn cold. Howlsky’s incomparably sharp teeth already reached his 

neck! 

All of this was just a matter of the time it took for a spark to fly off a piece of flint. Even Ye Yuan did not 

react to it. 

This was still Ye Yuan’s first time seeing the Howling Sky Divine Hound taking action. His opening move 

was a lethal blow! 

Howlsky’s speed was unimaginably fast. Even those Devil Ridge Three Freaks did not react to it either. 

Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted, his figure instantly vanishing from where he was, fleeing into the void. 

Yet, Howlsky was too near to him. Although Ye Yuan’s actions were fast, it was still unable to shake off 

Howlsky. 

Whoosh ... 

Sharp dog claws pierced right through the void, swiping toward Ye Yuan’s throat! 

The Howling Sky Divine Hound was actually overwhelmingly powerful! 

While at this time, the Devil Ridge Three Freaks and Zhao Lingdong moved as well. 

Four people joined hands, directly sealing this stretch of space off, not giving Ye Yuan the slightest 

opportunity to escape at all. 

In the time it took for sparks to fly off a piece of flint, Ye Yuan’s figure suddenly fled out of the void, 

narrowly avoiding that lethal scratch. 

Yet, one wave had yet to subside, but another wave rose. He had just fled the void when an 

incomparably vast and mighty spatial power wanted to envelop him inside in an instant! 

The Mountain and River State Painting! 



If taken in by the Mountain and River State Painting, there was absolutely no chance of survival! 

Without the slightest hesitation, Ye Yuan immediately took out the Sacred Dragon Token, instantly 

drawing 10% of his blood essence. 

Rumble! 

The space in front of Ye Yuan instantly exploded, sending his entire person flying out. 

The Devil Ridge Three Freaks did not give him any opportunity to catch his breath. Right at the second 

he flew out, the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror’s killing move already arrived! 

The Spirithorn Shattering Mirror’s power was more than several times fiercer in Mo Ertong’s hands. 

Ye Yuan gave a loud cry, put away the Sacred Dragon Token, and took out the Evil Extermination Sword. 

His divine king domain instantly activated. 

Rumble! 

Another frontal clash. Ye Yuan immediately spewed out a mouthful of blood in the air. 

Right then, the third divine artifact arrived too! 

Under the two attacks, Ye Yuan already suffered severe injuries. 

This attack, he was no longer able to resist it. 
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“Hahaha, go to hell!” 

Mo Santong wielded a short blade in his hand, bringing along a terrifying energy undulation, and 

chopping towards Ye Yuan. 

Suffering two tremendous impacts in a row, Ye Yuan, this Fourth Level Dao Profound, already sustained 

severe injuries. 

This blow was a certain kill attack! 

Furthermore, in order to make provisions for contingencies, Zhao Lingdong also rushed over instantly! 

Charging over together with him, was even the swift to the extreme Howling Sky Divine Hound! 

Three great powerhouses’ all-out attacks, they completely did not give Ye Yuan the slightest opportunity 

to catch his breath. 

This kind of successive attacks, even Void Mystic powerhouses were dead without a doubt too, let alone 

a puny little Fourth Level Dao Profound. 

But right at this time, a hint of a faint smile flickered across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth. 

What astonished Mo Santong and Zhao Lingdong, was that the corners of Ye Yuan’s eyes, were actually 

bleeding. 
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Two lines of blood tears flowed down along the corners of Ye Yuan’s eyes as if crying. 

But the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth was clearly smiling. 

Smiling mockingly! 

Zhao Lingdong’s heart thumped, instantly feeling that it was not good. 

But the movements of his hands were not the slightest bit slow, smacking a palm viciously onto Ye 

Yuan’s chest. 

At the same time, Mo Santong’s divine artifact short blade also chopped onto Ye Yuan’s body. 

“Purhk!” 

The fresh blood in Ye Yuan’s mouth sprayed out like a fountain, making it a horrifyingly ghastly sight. 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan fell to the ground heavily and no longer had any movements. 

Looking at the thoroughly dead Ye Yuan, the four people finally heave a sigh in relief. 

“Heh heh, the son of heaven’s mandate died just like that. This time, the human race no longer has 

anything to count on!” Mo Datong said. 

“I was wondering how powerful the son of heaven’s mandate was. It’s also merely like this! Without 

screening heaven’s secrets, didn’t he still kick the bucket?” Mo Datong said with a disdainful look. 

“Before dying just now, he was still smiling at me. I thought that he had some way of escape, scared me 

to death. Luckily, he’s thoroughly dead!” Mo Santong said. 

“Hahaha, number three, you’re too cowardly! Our three great divine artifact attacking, how could he 

have a chance to survive? Forget about a measly little Fourth Level Dao Profound, even Void Mystic 

Realm martial artists will be dead for sure too!” Mo Ertong said with a big laugh. 

Mo Santong also nodded his head when he heard that and said, “But this boy was indeed heaven-

defying. Just Fourth Level Dao Profound and he was actually able to comprehend a divine king domain. If 

we allow him to carry on developing unchecked, he’d really be my fiend race’s great enemy! No wonder 

Lord Divine Master did not stint to deploy three great divine artifacts, and also had to eradicate this 

boy.” 

While the Devil Ridge Three Freaks were talking on this side, Zhao Lingdong had his brows knitted all 

along at one side and did not speak. 

He looked at Ye Yuan’s corpse as if absorbed in thought. 

Mo Datong noticed his anomaly and could not help asking, “Zhao Lingdong, what’s wrong?” 

Zhao Lingdong did not answer him. He said to Howlsky, “Howlsky, go take a look at whether he’s 

thoroughly dead.” 



Howlsky immediately arrived beside Ye Yuan’s corpse with a whoosh. Extending a dog paw, he started 

fiddling with Ye Yuan’s corpse. 

The Devil Ridge Three Freaks looked at this scene curiously, uncertain about what Zhao Lingdong was 

playing at. 

Fiddling for a bit, Howlsky returned to Zhao Lingdong’s side with a flash and barked a few times. 

After that, Zhao Lingdong’s brows knitted together even more tightly. 

“Zhao Lingdong, what in the world did you discover, speak!” Mo Ertong could not refrain from asking. 

Zhao Lingdong shook his head and said, “I keep feeling that something is not quite right! But Howlsky 

went over and didn’t discover anything either. This Ji Qingyun is indeed completely dead!” 

The three people were previously made all fidgety and jumpy by Zhao Lingdong. Upon hearing that at 

this time, they finally let out a sigh in relief. 

“Sigh! I thought you discovered something! Zhao Lingdong, you wouldn’t be making a fool out of the 

three of us brothers, right?” Mo Datong said unhappily. 

Although Zhao Lingdong’s strength was that little bit stronger compared to them, the three of them 

joining hands, Zhao Lingdong was absolutely not a match, 

If not for Lord Divine Master’s order to listen to Zhao Lingdong’s arrangements on this trip, they would 

have long fallen out. 

Zhao Lingdong beat around the bush for half the day. In the end, there wasn’t even anything. What was 

this if not making a fool out of them? 

Zhao Lingdong gave Mo Datong a glance, but asked Mo Santong, “Santong, did you see Ye Yuan’s eyes 

bleeding just now?” 

Mo Santong froze and said with a nod, “That’s right! I saw that his eyes seemed to be bleeding just now! 

Furthermore, he even gave me a strange smile, smiling until I had goosebumps break out all over.” 

Zhao Lingdong’s brows knitted. Thinking about it, he opened his mouth and said, “I keep feeling that we 

killed Ye Yuan too easily! How can the son of heaven’s mandate possibly be killed so easily?” 

Mo Datong frowned and said, “Easy? Can’t say it like that either, right? The Mountain and River State 

Painting that we set up was even seen through by him. Furthermore, to kill him, the few of us also 

exerted all of our strengths before barely managing to succeed.” 

Zhao Lingdong shook his head and said, “It appears that the few of our strengths are indeed much 

stronger than him. But I keep feeling that Ji Qingyun’s trumps cards shouldn’t be just two divine 

artifacts! Furthermore, his eyes bled at the final juncture, plus his expression. This point is too 

suspicious.” 

Zhao Lingdong’s entire body trembled, suddenly feeling that he had grasped something. But, he could 

not think of it for a moment either. 



“Eyes! Eyes! What kind of tricks would he have that are related to the eyes?” The composed Zhao 

Lingdong suddenly became somewhat anxious and fretful. 

... 

At the fourth level, a white silhouette walked out from inside the transmission array. 

On the white garment, it was already soaked by fresh blood, appearing incomparably wretched. 

“Screw you, Ye Yuan! Moonlight Mirage 1 is a divine rank illusionary art. Although there is divine 

essence, if I don’t recuperate for a year or so, there’s absolutely no way to recover!” Inside the sea of 

consciousness, a voice suddenly shrieked. 

This white silhouette was precisely Ye Yuan, who escaped into the fourth level from the third level! 

In that instant, alarm bells sounded in his heart. Ye Yuan was already planning how to escape. 

Inside his sea of consciousness, Ye Yuan viciously threatened the Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil. Only then 

did it make him cast the divine rank illusionary art, Moonlight Mirage! 

The Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil utilized Ye Yuan’s divine essence to cast a terrifying divine rank illusionary 

art. 

Although it did not reach the power of a true divine rank illusionary art, it also made Zhao Lingdong and 

the rest fall into an illusionary realm. 

Except, casting this illusionary art, to the current Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil, the expenditure was 

incomparably enormous, virtually draining his primordial spirit. 

His primordial spirit became much weaker all at once. 

This was also why blood tears suddenly flowed out from Ye Yuan’s eyes at the final juncture. 

This sort of situation was about the same as Ye Yuan using the Sacred Dragon Token. 

Currently, Ye Yuan’s two eyes were tightly shut, incomparably agonizing, completely unable to see 

things anymore. 

The Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil required a period of preparation time to cast Moonlight Mirage. Hence, 

Ye Yuan had been thinking of ways to deal with Zhao Lingdong all along. 

It was just that Ye Yuan did not think that Zhao Lingdong was so vigilant. He did not give him sufficient 

time at all. 

Two great Void Mystic powerhouses wielding divine artifacts in their hands, Ye Yuan still suffered 

serious injuries by forcefully clashing twice with them. 

Luckily, the Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil finally finished casting at the last second. Only then did Ye Yuan 

take the chance to escape. 

“Enough crap! If I die, you likewise can’t survive! If you were to land in the hands of the fiend race, heh 

heh ...” Ye Yuan said with a cold smile. 
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Ye Yuan’s divine sense spread out. Under Heaven Man Unity Heart Realm, the surrounding situation was 

taken in at one glance. 

Briefly stopping for a moment, Ye Yuan unleashed his movement technique and sped in a direction 

rapidly. 

He discovered a cave not far away. 

Ye Yuan’s current condition was very dreadful, and he needed to find a safe place to rest and 

rehabilitate for a moment. 

“Ye Yuan, you damn fellow! You’re a bloodsucker! When you used this lord, you force this lord. When 

you don’t use, you kick this lord to one side! Arhh! Urghh, how did I board your pirate ship!” 

Inside Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness, the Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil howled. 

Toward this ancient-class primordial spirit, Ye Yuan’s guard was still very high. 

Along the way, the Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil yelled out unceasingly inside his sea of consciousness, 

appearing very aggrieved. 

“Shut your mouth for me!” entering the cave, Ye Yuan barked coldly. 

Sensing Ye Yuan’s cold killing intent, the Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil realized that Ye Yuan was really 

enraged and immediately shut his mouth and did not speak. 

“How long can your Moonlight Mirage be maintained?” Ye Yuan asked coldly. 

If those few people did not have divine artifacts in their possession, they absolutely could not escape the 

Moonlight Mirage within a short time. 

But the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror was the jinx of illusionary arts. Once they realized that they had 

fallen into an illusion, the Moonlight Mirage could not trap them for very long at all. 

This was also the reason why Ye Yuan fled toward the fourth level and not escape toward the second 

level. 

Escaping upward was definitely a one-way ticket to hell. 

While the fifth level, these people absolutely did not dare to enter! 

It was just that in Ye Yuan’s current state, he could not escape to the fifth level at all, and would surely 

be caught up by them. 

The Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil said brimming with confidence, “This lord’s Moonlight Mirage is a divine 

rank illusionary art, silent and noiseless. Those amateurs got to at least be trapped inside for 10 days to 

half a month!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned cold: “I have no time to listen to you talk nonsense here. Keep bragging, 

and I’ll immediately exterminate you!” 
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The Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil immediately switched to a smiling face and said, “H-Haha, Younger 

Brother, calm your anger, calm your anger. That ... That, they have the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror, I 

reckon that at most, it’s also just one day’s time.” 

Ye Yuan drew a deep breath and said solemnly, “Now, shut your mouth up for me!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan took out three medicinal pills and started to treat his injuries. 

Ever since obtaining the Sacred Dragon Token, Ye Yuan would basically have a running stock of blood 

essence replenishing medicinal pills. 

Fortunately, he only lost 10% blood essence. Replenishing was not too troublesome. 

What was truly troublesome was that he borrowed the power of the Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil to cast 

Moonlight Mirage. This burden on his body was too great. 

With only a day’s time, Ye Yuan must seize every second. 

The Spirithorn Shattering Mirror was able to shuttle through space. Once they broke free, they would 

catch up very quickly. 

With the medicinal pill entering his abdomen, Ye Yuan’s blood essence was replenished bit by bit, while 

his body was also gradually recovering. 

... 

“Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil! That brat must have acquired the Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil! He must have 

obtained the Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil when he entered the Vastsun Bright Moon Realm! Damn it, we 

fell into an illusion!” 

Zhao Lingdong’s entire body suddenly trembled, finally grasping that trace of inspiration. 

“What? We fell into an illusion? Are you joking, Zhao Lingdong? Ordinary illusions completely cannot 

conceal their traces in front of the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror!” Mo Ertong said disdainfully. 

Zhao Lingdong said coldly, “Then what if it isn’t an ordinary illusionary realm? Don’t you guys forget! The 

Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil was once tethered to a Deity Realm powerhouse!” 

Zhao Lingdong’s words made the Devil Ridge Three Freaks feel alarmed inwardly. 

Their expressions also became solemn. If it was really a divine rank illusionary art, they might really be 

trapped inside an illusionary realm. 

“What are you still in a daze for? Ertong, use the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror to break the illusionary 

art! Remember, use divine essence!” Zhao Lingdong reminded him. 

Mo Ertong was startled and hurriedly injected divine essence inside the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror. 

The Spirithorn Shattering Mirror immediately gave off waves of light. 

Waves of ripples spread out in the surrounding space with the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror as the 

center. 

Sensing the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror’s change, Mo Ertong was startled inwardly. 



They really got hit by an illusionary spell! 

This illusionary art was extraordinary. They all, this large group of Void Mystic powerhouses, actually did 

not see through a tiny bit! 

Clearly, Zhao Lingdong did not perceive it either. He guessed it through some fleeting clues. 

Mo Ertong was endlessly shocked. If they did not bring the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror this time, it was 

really uncertain how long they would have to be trapped inside this illusionary realm. 

Now, he finally knew how hard the son of heaven’s mandate was to tangle with. 

The belittling towards Ye Yuan previously was completely swept away clean. 

Not just him, the others were similarly incredibly shocked. 

Ye Yuan was too scary to actually toy with them, five great Void Mystic powerhouses, in the palm of his 

hand! 

No wonder Lord Divine Master regarded Ye Yuan so highly, making them bring three great divine 

artifacts over. 

A day later, Mo Ertong finally broke apart the illusionary realm with help from the Spirithorn Shattering 

Mirror. 

Looking on the ground again, where was there Ye Yuan’s corpse? 

“Quickly give chase! Fortunately, Zhao Lingdong’s reaction was fast. The time we were trapped was also 

not very long. He shouldn’t have escaped to the second level yet!” Mo Datong said. 

The other two people nodded their heads and voiced their assent. They were just about to move out to 

pursue him but was stopped by Zhao Lingdong. 

“Wait a minute!” 

“What is it?” The three people froze. 

“I feel that he shouldn’t have escaped to the second level!” Zhao Lingdong said. 

The three people were stunned again: “Not escaping to the second level, could it be that he escaped to 

the fourth level still? Being trapped by us inside, he’ll be dead for sure!” 

Zhao Lingdong shook his head and said, “He knows that we have the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror. 

Escaping to the second level, he absolutely can’t escape! If I were Ji Qingyun, I’d definitely cut off all 

escape routes to rise up in the face of a desperate situation, and escape downwards! As long as he 

escapes to the fifth level, we definitely won’t dare to go down.” 

If it were before, the Devil Ridge Three Freaks would definitely be very disdainful towards Zhao 

Lingdong’s words. 

But now, they were utterly convinced by Zhao Lingdong. 

It was not without reason that Lord Divine Master made him listen to Zhao Lingdong. 



If not for Zhao Lingdong, who knew how much time they would have to be trapped by the illusionary 

art. At that time, the flowers would have really turned yellow. 

“Fine, I’ll listen to you! Go, down to the fourth level!” Mo Datong said. 

“Everybody be more careful. This boy is very bizarre and hasn’t pulled out god knows how many trump 

cards yet. Reaching the fourth level, we mustn’t drop our guard!” Zhao Lingdong exhorted. 

... 

A light flashed, Zhao Lingdong’s figure appeared at the fourth level. 

But his brows knitted tightly together. Because the Devil Ridge Three Freaks disappeared! 

They clearly entered through the transmission array together. Why was everyone gone the moment 

they came out? 

Not just the Devil Ridge Three Freaks, even the Howling Sky Divine Hound that had been following him 

all along also vanished without a trace. 

Zhao Lingdong instantly felt that things were not right! 

“Could it be an illusionary art again?” 

Mo Ertong had the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror in his hands, what was the use of repeating the same old 

trick? 

Furthermore, this illusionary realm was clearly not as powerful as before. 

But Zhao Lingdong knew that Ye Yuan definitely would not shoot at a non-existent target. 

This sort of futile work, he definitely would not do it. 

Then what on earth was Ye Yuan planning to do by playing this? 

Suddenly, Zhao Lingdong’s expression changed, and he said, “Shit! The Spirithorn Shattering Mirror in 

Mo Ertong’s hands is the greatest threat to him! He definitely wants to deal with Mo Ertong! No way, I 

absolutely can’t let him prevail!” 


